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SUMMARY
Aesthetic experience seems both regular and idiosyncratic. On one hand, there are powerful regularities in
what we tend to find attractive versus unattractive (e.g., beaches versus mud puddles).1–4 On the other
hand, our tastes also vary dramatically fromperson to person:5–8 what one of us finds beautiful, anothermight
find distasteful. What is the nature of such differences? Theymay in part be arbitrary—e.g., reflecting specific
past judgments (such as liking red towels over blue ones because they were once cheaper). However, they
may also in part be systematic—reflecting deeper differences in perception and/or cognition. We assessed
the systematicity of aesthetic taste by exploring its typicality for the first time across seeing and hearing. Ob-
servers rated the aesthetic appeal of ordinary scenes and objects (e.g., beaches, buildings, and books) and
environmental sounds (e.g., doorbells, dripping, and dialtones). We then measured ‘‘taste typicality’’ (sepa-
rately for each modality) in terms of the similarity between each individual’s aesthetic preferences and the
population’s average. The data revealed two primary patterns. First, taste typicality was not arbitrary but
rather was correlated to a moderate degree across seeing and hearing: people who have typical taste for
images also tend to have typical taste for sounds. Second, taste typicality captured most of the explainable
variance in people’s impressions, showing that it is the primary dimension along which aesthetic tastes sys-
tematically vary.
RESULTS

One of themost prominent aspects of aesthetic experience is the

degree towhich people’s aesthetic tastes differ. People regularly

and consistently disagree about what looks more or less

appealing, and these differences clearly transcend mere in-

stances of uncertainty or ambiguity: often, our own tastes

seem so clear and direct that it can be perplexing (if not

maddening) to learn that others do not share them. Are these dif-

ferences truly arbitrary?

In thecurrentstudy,weexplore thenatureof individualaesthetic

tastes by asking how different domains of aesthetic taste (e.g.,

involving different sensory modalities) relate to each other. Are

they independent, or do we have a general aesthetic orientation

that affects them all? We determined and quantified what we

call people’s ‘‘taste typicality’’ across multiple sensory modal-

ities—focusing in particular on seeing and hearing. And while do-

ing so, we sought to draw contrasts with past work in four ways.
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First, past studies have compared individuals’ tastes to some

sort of expert standard.9–12 Here, we correlate individuals’ prefer-

ences to the average preferences of the population they come

from—seeking to determine not how ‘‘correct’’ or sophisticated

those preferences are but simply how typical they are. Where

past studies have computed such correlations6,8 to assess overall

consensus, here we use them to measure individual aesthetic

tastes. Second, past studies of individual aesthetic preferences

haveoftenusedspecializedstimuli, suchasartwork,13–15music,16

architecture,13 cars,17 or abstract visual shapes.18–20 Here, we

measured aesthetic preferences for maximally general types of

‘‘ordinary’’ stimuli—both visual scenes (such as a brick wall,

some clouds, and an office) and environmental sounds (such as

a hair dryer, typing, and thunder), as shown in Figure 1. As a result,

ourexperimentsdonotattempt toaddress theheightsofaesthetic

beauty,21–23 but they insteadcapture the type of aesthetic impres-

sions that permeate our everyday lives. Such ‘‘ordinary’’ stimuli

have been explored in empirical aesthetics more generally,22,24
pril 25, 2022 ª 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. 1837
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Figure 1. Example stimuli

(A) Example visual stimuli.

(B) Descriptions of example auditory stimuli.
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but not in studies of aesthetic taste—perhaps because of strong

associations between taste and sophistication. One may be

accusedof having ‘‘bad taste in art,’’ but not ‘‘bad taste in clouds’’!

Third and relatedly, the focus on everyday aesthetics not only

guided the kind of stimuli used here but also decided the kind of

aesthetic experiences measured. While some researchers have

treatedaesthetics asmore refinedandcomplex than ‘‘mere’’ pref-

erences,25–27 it seemsclear that the core of aesthetic experiences

are the preferences themselves, at least in our everyday lives.

Thus, our study does not seek to contribute to theoretical discus-

sions of how to best define art and aesthetics but instead simply

focuses on the aesthetic experiences that arise when we

encounter something that we find appealing. Finally, many past

studies have focused on the specific perceptual,5,28–30 cogni-

tive,5,31,32 and/or cultural factors33 that contribute to aesthetic ex-

periences.Here,we tookadifferent strategy to explore the holistic

patterns of individuals’ aesthetic tastes.

We measured taste typicality in a straightforward way: by

correlating each individual’s preference for each item with the

population mean. We aimed to address two questions. First,

how does typicality vary (or not) across independent stimulus

modalities: if you have highly typical/atypical preferences for vi-

sual stimuli, will you also have highly typical/atypical preferences

for environmental sounds? Second, how fundamental is taste

typicality in the first place: how much of the overall variance in

preference ratings can be captured by this factor?

Two hundred observers (100 in a primary experiment and 100

in a direct replication) participated in an online study with their

own web browser and headphones (tested with a screening pro-

cedure that preceded the main experiment) and rated how visu-

ally or aurally appealing 88 images and 88 sounds (Figures 1 and

S1) were on a scale from 1 (‘‘very not appealing’’) to 6 (‘‘very

appealing’’). Test-retest reliabilities were assessed by repeating

a subset of the stimuli at the end of each experiment. A demon-

stration of the experiments is accessible online at https://

yi-chia-chen.github.io/taste-typicality-demo-expt/.
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Taste typicality for each modality
Each observer’s initial ratings for all images were first converted

to (within-subject) z-scores, and each observer’s visual taste

typicality score was then calculated as the correlation between

that observer’s Z scores and the averaged Z scores across all

other observers (not including the observer in question) for

each image. This same procedure was then usedwith the ratings

of environmental sounds to produce an auditory taste typicality

score for each observer. These two modality-specific taste typi-

cality scores were then analyzed both for a primary experiment

and a direct replication.

We first confirmed that these scores were generalizable

across stimuli by performing a split-half reliability analysis. Within

each modality, each observer’s stimuli were randomly split into

two halves, separate taste typicality scores were computed for

each half, and then these two scores were correlated with

each other (corrected with a Spearman-Brown formula). The

average reliability across 1,000 random splits for each observer

was always above 0.5, revealing that the taste typicality scores

were not fully dependent on particular stimuli (primary images:

M = 0.678, SD = 0.050; primary sounds: M = 0.636, SD =

0.054; replication images: M = 0.585, SD = 0.063; replication

sounds: M = 0.695, SD = 0.047).

The distributions of taste typicality scores for eachmodality are

depicted in Figures 2A and 2B as a smoothed histogram (with

kernel density estimation). Inspection of these distributions re-

veals (1) that many observers had highly typical aesthetic tastes

(as indicated by the rightmost parts of each distribution), (2) that

many other observers’ aesthetic tastes were highly idiosyncratic

(as indicated by the leftmost parts of each distribution), but (3)

that no observer in this dataset had aesthetic tastes that were

anticorrelatedwith theaverage taste (as indicatedby the absence

of any negative typicality scores). In general, most observers had

typicality scores for eachmodality that ranged from0.5 to 0.8 (pri-

mary images:M=0.664with range [0.315, 0.839], SD=0.107;pri-

mary sounds: M = 0.570 [0.135, 0.815], SD = 0.127; replication

https://yi-chia-chen.github.io/taste-typicality-demo-expt/
https://yi-chia-chen.github.io/taste-typicality-demo-expt/
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images:M = 0.663 [0.337, 0.817], SD = 0.096; replication sounds:

M = 0.555 [0.160, 0.813], SD = 0.137).

Taste typicality across modalities
The relationshipbetween taste typicality in seeingandhearingwas

then assessed simply by correlating the two scores across all ob-

servers. If people have independent aesthetic tastes in different

modalities, then we would expect no relationship between the

two scores. But if there is also amore general aesthetic taste typi-

cality that is sharedacrossmodalities, thenwewouldexpectsome

relationship between the two scores. The results of this correla-

tion, as depicted by the scatterplots in Figures 3A and 3B, clearly

support this latter possibility: higher visual taste typicality scores

tended toco-occurwithhigherauditory taste typicality scores (pri-

mary: rraw = 0.241,CI = [0.047, 0.418], rcorrected = 0.367, p = 0.016;

replication: rraw = 0.330, CI = [0.143, 0.494], rcorrected = 0.518,

p < 0.001, with Spearman’s correction for attenuation using the

split-half reliabilities; all tests reported in this study are two-tailed

tests). This reliable positive correlation also survived after control-

ling for the observers’ test-retest reliabilities; this ensures that

shared atypicality across modalities cannot simply be reduced

to unreliable patterns of responses, which, for example, would

be the case if some observers (but not others) were simply re-

sponding randomly (primary: rpartial = 0.209 [0.013, 0.389], p =

0.043; replication: rpartial = 0.302 [0.112, 0.471], p = 0.003). In other

words, people with typical preferences for visual stimuli do also

tend to have typical preferences for environmental sounds.

How central is typicality to aesthetic taste?
Having identified an attribute of taste typicality that is shared to

some degree across modalities, we can further ask how impor-

tant this factor is to individual aesthetic taste. Taste typicality

could be a central component of aesthetic taste, such that it

could account for much of the systematic variance in aesthetic

taste more broadly. But it could also be just one of many general

factors that each capture important parts of the underlying vari-

ance in aesthetic taste (e.g., preferences for complexity versus

simplicity or regularity versus chaos). To find out, we ran prin-

cipal components analyses on the ratings (after Z scoring within

observers and modalities) over observers to extract those di-

mensions that predict variation across observers (see STAR

Methods for details). The results of these analyses are plotted

in Figures 4A and 4B for images and sounds separately and for

all stimuli regardless of modality.
Current
The central result of this analysis is that a

single factor dominates aesthetic taste.

This is apparent in the figures in the stark

L-shaped patterns. In contrast, if there
were many orthogonal factors that collectively comprised taste,

then these lines would each have had a more gradual decrease

as a function of the principal component number. Indeed, the

first principal component always accounted for at least one third

of the overall variance (primary images: 46.3%; primary sounds:

35.3%; primary all: 40.3%; replication images: 45.9%; replica-

tion sounds: 33.9%; replication all: 39.6%), and the second prin-

cipal component never accounted for more than 7.5% additional

variance (primary images: 4.9%; primary sounds: 5.3%; primary

all: 3.6%; replication images: 5.0%; replication sounds: 7.4%;

replication all: 4.2%).

Critically, the first principal component appeared to be pre-

cisely taste typicality, given that these two dimensions were

exceptionally highly correlated (primary images: r > 0.999; pri-

mary sounds: r > 0.999; primary all: rv = 0.781, ra = 0.794; replica-

tion images: r > 0.999; replication sounds: r = 0.999; replication

all: rv = 0.787, ra = 0.775; all p < 0.001). Thus, taste typicality is

not just oneway (amongmany) that people differ in their aesthetic

tastes, but it is rather the primary way in which our tastes differ.

DISCUSSION

The stimuli used in many studies of aesthetic appreciation are

beautiful—sometimes encompassing ravishing works of

art34,35 or arresting musical passages.36,37 This is not so for the

current study, which instead employed stimuli one might

encounter during everyday life. (We suspect that few would

find the bench from Figure 1 to be ravishing.) Nevertheless, ob-

servers often agreed with each other about how appealing these

images and sounds were, and we suspect that this is a hallmark

of ‘‘everyday aesthetics’’—the sort of aesthetic experiences one

has, not when listening to a concert, but when walking back to

your car afterward. The use of such ordinary stimuli also rules

out other potential concerns. When studying taste typicality, in

particular, some peoplemay just want to be—or seem—different

and so intentionally respond in ways that set them apart from the

crowd. Here, in contrast, not a single observer’s aesthetic pref-

erences were anticorrelated with the population mean. This

may be because of the nature of our stimuli: you can’t ‘‘fight

the crowd’’ if you have no idea what the crowd would think in

the first place, and we don’t generally have stereotypes about,

for example, the degree to which the noise of two rubbing hands

is appealing. In the present study, we used aesthetic judgments

of such stimuli in order to address two particular questions.
Biology 32, 1837–1842, April 25, 2022 1839
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Wefirst askedwhether one’s taste typicality for seeingwas fully

independent of one’s taste typicality for hearing. The answer was

clearly no: these two dimensions were robustly correlated with

each other to a moderate degree—such that it is possible to pre-

dict taste typicality in one modality from taste typicality in another

modality.Wenext askedhowcentral taste typicality is to individual

differences in aesthetic taste: evenwhen robust, itmight neverthe-

less be a peripheral factor in aesthetic taste, which is eclipsed by

other factors that are able to explain more variance in aesthetic

tastes. Here, the data provided a clear and powerful answer: taste

typicalityappears tobe theprimarydeterminantof individualdiffer-

ences in aesthetic preferences—in both seeing and hearing—with

no other factor able to explain even one fourth as much variance.

These results might initially seem to be at odds with past

research, which has identified many specific factors that appear

to drive aesthetic impressions. For example, pastwork has shown

thatpeopleprefer stimuli that are blue,2 curvy,24 symmetrical,18 in-

ward-facing,38,39 moderately complex,40 balanced,41 typical42

(but see Vogel, Ingendahl, and Winkielman43), and presented in a

canonical size.44–46 One possibility is that such properties are

orthogonal to taste typicality, and they instead contribute to other

principal components of the variance in aesthetic impressions—

although, this would mean that they could collectively explain no

more than 7.5% of such variance (Figure 4). A second possibility,

however, is that these other factors are central after all, insofar as

they all contribute to the dimension of typicality. In this case, how-

ever, our data add to previous work by demonstrating indirectly

that the individual tastes for these seemingly independent proper-

ties (e.g., curviness and complexity)must in fact be related—since

for them to collectively constitute taste typicality, they would have

to be strongly correlated with each other (since otherwise, they

would be split into multiple principal components).7 This same

lesson also applies to other less perceptual factors. Others have

attempted to explain individual differences in aesthetic apprecia-

tion by appealing to factors such as personality47 (but see

McManus, Cook, and Hunt48), expertise,7,49 life history,2,50 and

neuroanatomy.16,37 For example, more art education leads to

less typical preferences for harmony and symmetry7,51,52 (poten-

tially throughsocial learning53).However, at least for the ‘‘ordinary’’

stimuli explored in here, these other seemingly disparate factors

could only play a substantive role if they were also correlated
1840 Current Biology 32, 1837–1842, April 25, 2022
with each other—such that they too

contribute to the first principal component

of the variability in aesthetic impressions.

Of course, itwill comeas a surprise to no-

body that people vary in how typical their

aesthetic tastes are. Most of us know

others whose tastes in music or film are

either ‘‘mainstream’’ or ‘‘alternative.’’ The

present work demonstrates that this form

of typicality is fundamental to our aesthetic
impressions in twoways: it is abroad factor that operates tosome

degree across sensorymodalities, and it explainsmore variability

in aesthetic impressions than any other single factor does.

These discoveries open the door for a new way to explore

aesthetic experiences. For example, in addition to asking what

factors give rise to typical aesthetic experiences, we may ask

how people come to share many aesthetic responses and how

an individual comes to deviate from that. While the former can

arise from interactions between the stimulus properties and the

evolutionary goals54 or common experiences55 of humans, our

findings demand a different kind of answer to the latter question.

Given the idiosyncratic ways in which people’s tastes differ from

what is typical—and the similar degree of such deviations across

different modalities within each individual—the responsible

mechanisms must operate in a broad and coherent way over

multiple domains rather than being reducible to any processes

that lead to specific instances of preferences, such as familiarity

with specific stimuli. We hope that this work will spur future

research on just what constitutes these mechanisms and how

they give rise to systematic individual aesthetic tastes.

Conclusion
This study explored howpeople’s aesthetic tastes for ordinary vi-

sual stimuli relate to those for ordinary environmental sounds.Us-

ing a measure of taste typicality to compare individuals to the

population they came from,wemade twomain discoveries. First,

we found that people’s taste typicalities were robustly correlated

between seeing and hearing—such that the more typical one’s

taste was for visual stimuli, the more typical one’s taste was for

environmental sounds. Second, taste typicality was the primary

way people’s aesthetic preferences differed from each other,

with no other factor explaining even one fourth asmuch variance.

STAR+METHODS

Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper

and include the following:
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Deposited data

Raw and analyzed data This paper https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/T925Q

Auditory stimuli PacDV free sound effects https://www.pacdv.com/sounds/

Auditory stimuli Norman-Haignere et al., 201556 https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neuron.2015.11.035

Software and algorithms

Experiment code This paper https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/T925Q

Analysis code This paper https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/T925Q

Other

Full set of visual and auditory stimuli This paper https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/T925Q

Demonstration experiment This paper https://yi-chia-chen.github.io/

taste-typicality-demo-expt/
RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests should be directed to andwill be fulfilled by the lead contact, Yi-Chia Chen (yichiachen@g.ucla.edu).

Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique material.

Subject details
For each experiment, 100 human observers (gender and age not recorded) participated in a 25-min experiment in exchange for mon-

etary compensation or course credit. The sample size was predetermined based on informal pilot experiments, and the replication

confirmed that this sample size provided sufficient power to detect relevant effects. The primary experiment was run through Amazon

Mechanical-Turk (MTurk).57 All observers were in the U.S. or Canada, had an MTurk task approval rate of at least 85%, and had pre-

viously completed at least 50 MTurk tasks. We also prevented observers who had seen the same set of stimuli in other studies from

participating. The replication was run online with students at McMaster University, Harvard University, and Yale University. All

observers reported normal hearing and normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity, normal color vision, and no history of a vision

disorder. The study was approved by McMaster Research Ethics Board, Harvard University Area Institutional Review Board, and

Yale University Institutional Review Board.

Data and code availability

d All stimuli and raw data have been deposited at an OSF repository and are publicly available as of the date of publication. Ac-

cess link is listed in the key resources table.

d All original experiment and analysis code have been deposited at the same OSF repository and are publicly available as of the

date of publication. Access link is listed in the key resources table.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
METHOD DETAILS

General procedure
After agreeing to participate, observers were redirected to a website where stimulus presentation and data collection were controlled

via custom software written in HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and PHP. Since the experiment was rendered on observers’ own web

browsers, viewing distance, screen size, and display resolutions could vary dramatically, and sowe report visual stimulus dimensions

below using pixel (px) values. To avoid compatibility issues, we asked observers to use any browsers other than Internet Explorer,

and blocked participation with phones or tablets. Also, to make sure sounds were presented with acceptable quality, we asked ob-

servers to use headphones (instead of loudspeakers) during the experiments. This requirement was directly tested in the experiment.

Observers who didn’t follow the instructions and participated without headphones were excluded and replaced. Because it was not

feasible to measure the actual volume on each observer’s headphones, we only report relative loudness.
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The experiments had 4 parts: Volume adjustment, headphone screening, ratings, and debriefing questions. The first two parts

ensured that the sounds were presented properly in the third part for rating. A demonstration of the experiments can be viewed online

here: https://yi-chia-chen.github.io/taste-typicality-demo-expt/.

Volume adjustment procedure
The observers were asked to put on headphones and make sure that they could hear sounds. They were then asked to set the com-

puter volume to about 20% of maximum and make sure that the audio device was not muted. Next, a calibration sound (a 2 s-long

noise with loudness and spectrum matching the average of all sounds used later for rating) was played and the observers adjusted

the volume so that the soundwas at a loud but comfortable level. They could play the sound asmany times as needed by clicking on a

button.

Headphone screening procedure
Observers performed a simple intensity discrimination task (3-alternative forced choice) to detect their headphone use.58 They hit a

button to hear three tones separated by silences (played only once) and judged which sound was the quietest. The three 1 s 200-Hz

pure tones (with 100 ms on- and off-ramps; including a binaurally in-phase loud tone, an antiphase loud tone, and an in-phase quiet

tone of�6 dB)were presented in a randomorder. In the anti-phase loud tone, the two channels (left and right) emitted a high-pressure

peak and a low-pressure trough at the same time, leading to attenuation of sound by phase-cancellation if played through

loudspeakers. This cancellation does not occur if the sounds are heard through headphones (since the sound waves from the

two channels do not encounter each other in the open air). Thus, the task can only be accurately performed if the observers are wear-

ing headphones. Observers who performed worse than 6 out of 7 trials correct (after 1 practice trial) were prevented from continuing.

This criterion leads to minimum miss rates and low false alarm rates at detecting non-headphone users.58

Rating procedure
Observers were asked to rate from 1-6 how ‘‘visually appealing’’ each image was in a block, and how ‘‘aurally appealing’’ each sound

was in another block (with the block order randomized, and the two blocks separated by a self-paced break). The scale was anchored

with 6 as ‘‘Very appealing’’ and 1 as ‘‘Very not appealing.’’ Both images and sounds were presented for 2 s only once, and the ob-

servers were given unlimited time to respond. (Observers could respond during image presentation but were only allowed to respond

after the sound completed playing.) Before the rating trials started, observers were tested for their understanding of the instructions

with a multiple-choice question, and the instructions repeated if they answered incorrectly. Each block started with two practice tri-

als, for which the ratings were not recorded. 88 stimuli followed in random order. Afterward, 20 random stimuli were repeated in the

primary experiment and 35 in the replication in each block for measuring test-retest reliability of individuals’ ratings. These repeating

trials were not included in the main analyses.

Debriefing question procedure
After the rating phase, observers rated how often they spontaneously noticed how visually and aurally appealing (or unappealing)

things are in day-to-day life (on a scale from 1 to 7, where 1 means ‘‘very seldom’’ and 7 means ‘‘very often’’). They were also asked

to report any problems or if they found the procedure unclear. In the replication, they were additionally asked if they had completed

the experiment seriously throughout (without randomly clicking through any part of the experiment).

Visual stimuli
Images were collected through Google Image search, with keywords generated with online random word generators. We looked at

the top five results with the ‘‘Size’’ search setting set to ‘‘Large.’’ Only images passing the following criteria were included: Related to

the keyword, easily interpretable as a real photograph without visible alterations, larger than 750 3 550 px, has at least one distinct

object (excluding uniform textures), with content that is not obviously emotional, and does not include any (realistic or cartoony) peo-

ple, body parts, animals, symbols (e.g., a brand mark or dollar sign), or text. We chose to exclude uniform textures, emotional and

animate objects, and communicative symbols because they likely engage specialized processes. The images were then resized to

their respective smallest size that were still larger than 750 3 550 px and cropped to retain a random 650 3 450 px region. This

random cropping is used to diversify the framing in our image set, since photographs online were often selectively framed by people

in ways that may involve certain biases. Informal pilot studies were run to select 88 from 200 images that spanned the full range of

aesthetic values, along with 2 additional neutral images for practice trials (see Figure S1 for the final selection).

Auditory stimuli
We selected the 88 environmental sounds from a database56 and the 2 sounds used for practice trials from a sound-effects website

(https://www.pacdv.com/sounds/). Only sounds passing the following criteria were used: not interpretable as music with melody,

with content that is not obviously emotional, and does not include any human voice, speech, or animal call. These exclusions

were based on similar considerations about engaging specialized processes. Each sound was 2 s long, with perceptual loudness

equalized using the replayGain 1.0 algorithm (implemented with Audacity 2.1.1).

All stimuli (labeled with their respective keywords or names) along with all the raw data have been deposited at the public OSF

repository listed in the key resources table.
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QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Observer exclusions
56 observers in the primary experiment were excluded and replaced (based on criteria decided before data collection began,59 that

were used in both the primary experiment and the replication; with some observers triggering more than 1 criterion): 2 observers who

reported technical problems, 2 observers who had browser viewports smaller than 650 3 550 px, 6 observers who answered the

question about the instructions incorrectly more than once, 12 observers who had more than 4 abnormal RTs in either block (RTs

shorter than 300 ms in the visual block, or longer than 2 min in both blocks), 5 observers who gave uniform or temporally regular rat-

ings (which showed that they were obviously not following instructions), 23 observers with lower than 0.5 test-retest reliability with

images, and 44 observers with lower than 0.5 test-retest reliability with sounds. We also excluded and replaced 1 observer who re-

ported having high-functioning autism spectrum disorder (which was not a predetermined criterion). The predetermined exclusion

criteria were in place to ensure that the data quality was comparable to in-lab studies.60,61

Forty-three observers in the replication were excluded and replaced according to the same criteria: 2 observers who had small

browser viewports, 4 observers who failed the instructions question more than once, 6 observers who had uniform or temporally reg-

ular ratings, and 19 observers who had low test-retest reliability with sounds. At the same time, 6 observers were excluded and re-

placed based on reporting not being serious in the additional debriefing question.

These exclusion criteria led to reasonable test-retest reliabilities in all conditions: Primary images: M = 0.856, range = [0.565,

0.994], SD = 0.105; Primary sounds: M = 0.787, range = [0.515, 1.000], SD = 0.114; Replication images: M = 0.857, range =

[0.554, 0.984], SD = 0.086; Replication sounds: M = 0.756, range = [0.501, 0.938], SD = 0.105.

General analysis
All analyses reported here were conducted with customized Python code using the pandas library, which have been deposited at the

public OSF repository listed in the key resources table. Statistical test significance was assessed with a = 0.05. The specific tests

used are reported in the Results section.

Additional analysis
Our primary analyses were conducted using z-scores since different observers may use the scale in different ways (such that the very

same impressionmight receive a ‘‘4’’ rating from one observer, but a ‘‘6’’ from another). But in fact, the results of all analyses reported

in the Results section remained qualitatively identical when using the initial absolute ratings directly. And these absolute ratings

spanned the full scale for nearly every observer (195/200 observers), for the Primary images (M = 3.6, SD = 1.7, Range = [1, 6]), Pri-

mary sounds (M = 2.7, SD = 1.5, Range = [1, 6]), Replication images (M = 3.5, SD = 1.8, Range = [1, 6]), and Replication sounds (M =

3.0, SD = 1.6, Range = [1, 6]). The qualitative patterns of results also remained the same when we excluded the 5 observers who did

not use the full 6-point scale.

Principal component analysis
We conducted the principal components analyses (PCA) to reduce dimensionality in the multi-dimensional space where each axis

represents the ratings from each observer, and each image occupies a specific coordinate. (In this initial multi-dimensional space,

for example, suppose that Stimulus #1 received a rating of 3 fromObserver #1, but a rating of 5 fromObserver #2. That would then fall

on the coordinates of (3, 5, ...).) The PCA linearly combined the individual observer axes in order to find a set of transformed axes that

capture the most variance. So if each observer’s taste is fully independent of the others, then the stimuli would simply be spread out

roughly to the same extent along any direction—and as a result, PCAwill extract many different axes, with each one explaining only a

relatively small proportion of the overall variance. However, if observers’ tastes form some general patterns, then PCA will effectively

be able to collapse those observers’ dimensions, such that a smaller number of components can then explain more overall variance.
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Figure S1. Visual Stimuli, Related to STAR Methods.    All 88 images used in the experiments
are shown above, ranked by average ratings from the replication experiment. The best image is in
the top left corner, and the images are ranked in descending order from left to right then top to
bottom, with the worst image in the bottom right corner. 
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